
Adversary Insights® Investigations Suite
Elevate your security program with finished
intelligence answers to any question. 

Service Brief 

Unlimited Investigations Intelligence Briefings Finished Intelligence

Adversary Insights gives you ready access to a team of expert intelligence practitioners
focused on identifying, investigating, and countering risks to your organization. Nisos
works as an extension of your team, providing unlimited intelligence insights and
responding to your taskings. You can ask us any intelligence-related question – big or
small – and we’ll provide real answers via a detailed report with recommendations,
prioritization, and next steps. 

Tailored Investigations Workstream
Intelligence tasking allows Nisos to investigate specific threats relevant to your organization at your direction
with our expert guidance. Nisos adheres to the intelligence lifecycle while using curated, multi-faceted, global,
proprietary, and licensed toolsets to develop the finished, actionable intelligence you need. Adversary Insights
can scale up or down our services to meet your evolving needs, with the option to purchase additional
workstreams as needed.

“Everything Nisos does for us is nothing short of
magic. When we get the RFI response reports

from them, we gather the whole team together,
and we read the intelligence findings and

analysis out loud. And then we all just look at
each other. And we are in awe.” 

Chief Information Security Officer 
National Real Estate Conglomerate

Real Intelligence Answers to any Question
With Nisos on your team, you can send us RFIs, tasks, or questions and receive fast, expert insights delivered
as easy-to-understand intelligence reports. We  leverage our robust analytic methodology and tech stack to
collect, store, enrich, and integrate global and client-specific data from a large variety of sources and tools.
Our work helps arm your internal team with the intel they need to work faster and with more accuracy.

For more information visit: www.nisos.com 
email: info@nisos.com

call: +1-703-382-8400 
follow: LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nisos/
https://twitter.com/nisos
https://www.facebook.com/nisos.managed.intelligence/
https://www.instagram.com/nisos.managed.intelligence/


Adversary Insights® Investigations Suite

Nisos is an Extension of Your Team
Nisos brings unmatched expertise and experience to each client relationship, giving you ready access to
seasoned intelligence professionals focused on your requirements. Truly an analyst-led partnership, you’ll
work directly with an elite team of practitioners supported by a cadre of Intelligence Advisors, analysts, and
specialists behind the scenes. 

Elevating the Power of Human Tradecraft
Nisos derives finished intelligence from the chaos of the open, deep, and dark web using tradecraft and
advanced tools. With our proprietary intelligence workbench, Nisos’ team of expert analysts can rapidly query
a vast, curated collection of data sources, collection tools, and lawfully obtained breach records. 

Investigations Workstream
Adversary Insights provides a single continuous Workstream for all of your RFI tasking needs. Task Nisos with
Spotlight or Targeted RFIs, delivered on a sequential basis, for unlimited investigations with the flexibility to
adjust as priorities evolve. Additional workstreams for simultaneous investigations or a more detailed look at
an issue are available. 

Deliverables Inlude:
One investigation workstream for unlimited sequential Spotlight
or Targeted RFIs

About Nisos®
Nisos is The Managed Intelligence Company®. Our analyst-led intel investigations, assessments, and monitoring services empower your
security, intelligence and trust and safety teams. We provide accurate, customized intelligence that guides your security and risk decisions
– protecting your organization, assets, and people. Learn more at nisos.com.

Spotlight
Spotlight Investigations are for tactical questions
with a basic level of complexity and are typically
delivered within two (2) business days.

Targeted
Targeted Investigations focus on a single
problem or threat actor and are typically
delivered within five (5) business days.

RFI Types
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